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Abstract This paper addresses the persistent sensing problem of moving ground targets of
interest using a group of fixed wing UAVs. Especially, we aim to overcome the challenge of
physical obscuration in complex mission environments. To this end, the persistent sensing
problem is formulated under an optimal control framework, i.e. deploying and managing
UAVs in a way maximising the visibility to the non-cooperative target.The main issue with
such a persistent sensing problem is that it generally requires the knowledge of future target
positions, which is uncertain. To mitigate this issue, a probabilistic map of the future tar-
get position is widely utilised. However, most of the probabilistic models use only limited
information of the target. This paper proposes an innovative framework that can make the
best use of all available information, not only limited information. For the validation of the
feasibility, the performance of the proposed framework is tested in a Manhattan-type con-
trolled urban environment. All the simulation tests use the same framework proposed, but
utilise different level of information. The simulation results confirm that the performance of
the persistent sensing significantly improves, up to 30%, when incorporating all available
target information.
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1 Introduction
The large scale of UAS applications has proliferated vastly within the last few years. The op-
erational experience of UAVs has proven that their technology can bring a dramatic impact
to military and civilian areas. This includes, but not limited to: obtaining real-time, relevant
situational awareness; helping commanders to lead appropriate decision making; and reduc-
ing risk to the mission and operation. Especially, groups of multiple UAVs are of special
interest due to their ability to coordinate simultaneous coverage of large areas, or co-operate
to achieve common goals. Specific applications under consideration include border patrol
[1–3], airborne surveillance [4–6], police law enforcement [7,8] and forest-fire localization
[9]. One of the primary capabilities of UAVs to enable these applications is searching and
subsequent tracking of moving ground targets of interest.
It has been shown that the effectiveness of these capabilities can be maximised in com-
plex environments such as an urban environment. However, these environments also raise
serious challenges in operating UAVs. Especially, buildings and structures generate physi-
cal obscuration and occlusion of the line of sight (LOS) which can be the detriment of the
operational capabilities of UAVs.
The main motivation of this paper is to address the challenge of physical obscuration
in the persistent target tracking problem for a group of fixed wing UAVs. In particular, this
paper aims for smart ways of deploying and managing UAVs in the urban environment
to mitigate the effects of physical obscuration on persistent sensing for a non-cooperative
target.
This paper develops a persistent sensing algorithm under an optimal control framework.
The proposed algorithm aims to design trajectories of UAVs to maximise the visibility of
the target in consideration of the physical obscuration, while meeting other objectives. The
visibility to be maximised includes the LOS availability to the current target position, as
well as to its future positions. The prediction inherently contains uncertainties, since future
positions of a non-cooperative target can be only guessed. Therefore, this paper adopts a
probabilistic approach which finds the probability distribution of the future target positions
and gives a priority to the maximisation of LOS availability to the more probable future
positions of the target.
The key innovation of this paper is to make the best use of available information in ob-
taining the probability distribution of the future target positions. Typically, only the track
information and dynamics of the target are utilised in calculating the probability distribu-
tion of the predicted target positions. There is obviously certain information correlated with
the future target positions, for example, contextual information including the given environ-
ment such as road network and the target’s intent. The target is most likely to move along
the road, so the probability distribution of the future target positions should be mainly prop-
agated along the road. When the target has intent, that will influence its future positions.
The probability of the predicted target position should increase if the future target position
complies with a specific behavioural pattern identified. Leveraging this information will dra-
matically reduce uncertainties on the probability distribution of the future target positions
and, consequently, improving the performance of the persistent sensing.
There have been extensive researches on behaviour monitoring of ground targets which
endeavour to identify the target’s intent and take proactive measures [10–12]. Thanks to
the results of these studies, it is possible to utilise the behavioural patterns and intents of
the target in persistent sensing. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no
persistent sensing/tracking approach that incorporates the behavioural patterns of the target
identified.
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Therefore, this paper first designs a framework enabling utilisation of the target’s be-
havioural information in obtaining the probability distribution of the future target positions.
Then, we design a simple persistent sensing guidance algorithm. Next, this paper validates
the proposed approach, focusing on the investigation on how the performance changes as
more available information is utilised. The proposed framework and validation stay at the
level of feasibility study since the focus of this paper is to examine the proposed idea, that
is using the information in the persistent sensing. Refinement and elaboration of the pro-
posed approach will be subject of future studies. Note that the key contribution of this paper
is complementary to other types of persistent guidance algorithms, i.e. the main idea of
utilising all available information can be easily incorporated into other persistent guidance
algorithms.
2 Previous Works
Circular flights are recommended for various target tracking applications as for each UAV
the maximum altitude flight ensures the maximum visibility and the minimum radius turn
keeps the minimum distance to the target at the maximum altitude [13]. A common approach
which follows these principles is the standoff LOS tracking concept. In this approach, the
UAV closely orbit around the target maintaining sensor coverage and remaining outside a
critical threat range for the persistent tracking. In [14–17], vector field-based approaches
were proposed to guide the UAV to a stable vector field around a target. Zhu et al. and
Shames et al. [18,19] addressed a tracking problem to make the UAV loiter around a target
such that both the target estimator and the control systems are stable. Optimal path planning
approach is also proposed to provide convoy overwatch for a moving ground vehicle in [20].
Rafi et al. [21] added the control of a gimbaled sensor to a circular loiter problem. Wise
and Rysdyk [22] compared the different methodologies for circular LOS tracking. Standoff
target tracking using cooperative UAVs is also proposed by distributing a team of UAVs on a
standoff orbit when the target vehicle is uncooperative, or is highly agile [23–29]. However,
most of these research on standoff tracking neglected the physical obscuration issues and it
is generally difficult to properly handle the mobility of the target in maximising visibility
under this type of tracking.
A few optimal frameworks have been also applied to the tracking problem for persis-
tent sensing. A model predictive control (MPC) algorithm, was introduced by He and Xu
[30] in order to obtain the optimal path fulfilling the dynamic constraints of the problem.
Yao et al. [31] combined the MPC with an improved version of the Lyapunov Guidance
Vector Field wchich introduces flight height and considers complex dynamic constraints.
Game theory has also been successfully applied by Zhang and Liu [32] in order to address
the persistent tracking problem by modelling the problem as a pursuit-evasion game. Wang
and Cao [33] proposed a new framework technique based on chemical reaction optimization
and considering flight dynamic and collision-free constraints . Tang and Ozguner [34] anal-
ysed the problem of multi target tracking proposing a gradient-approximation algorithm to
travel through a series of defined target points achieving a cooperative tracking. However,
no occlusions to the sensors due to the environment were considered.
Xung et al. [35] introduced a guidance law and heading rate control that allow the
minimisation of the exposure time proving their approach in a simplified environment. Ra-
masamy and Ghose [36] proposed an algorithm that maximizes the visitation on preferential
areas and that reduces the frequency of risk areas visiting using a heuristic learning tech-
nique. Redding et al. [37] approached the issue with an intelligent Cooperative Control
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Architecture implementing an active learning approach. Grocholsky et al. [38] proposed an
information based approach to a cooperative air and ground tracking problem. Although this
approach provides good results in case of tracking static objects, it is not suited when con-
sidering non-cooperative ground targets in urban environments. Shaferman and Shima [39]
applied a Genetic Algorithm (GA) which generates paths maximising LOS availability in
consideration of airspace limitations. GA are also used by Zhang et al. [40] for the optimal
tunning of the control law.
A bayesian filtering method incorporated with a Hospitality map was proposed by Tang
and Ozguner [41] in order to address the tracking of terrain-dependant behaviour ground
targets. Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) were proposed by Cap-
itan et al. [42,43] although the implementation leads to a great computational complexity.
Moreover, Ramasamy et al. [44] presented a heuristic learning algorithm which allows the
definition of quantitative priorities per region.
Yu et al. [45] proposed a suboptimal probabilistic approach where the path is selected
from a path planning tree after the optimisation of a cost function. The number of paths
considered in this approach grows exponentially with the length of the look-ahead win-
dow. In order to avoid this issue, Cook et al. [46] considered the same amount of paths
regardless of the length of the prediction horizon and optimally selected a path based on an
auction scheme. These approaches assumed a prior distribution of the target future position
as known. An equiprobability approach, using a normal distribution around the last known
target’s position was proposed by Bourgault et al. [47]. Kim and Kim [13] also proposed
a tracking algorithm which aims to maximise the chance to keep the target inside the cam-
era field of view. This algorithm used uniform random samples taken from the ground and
obstacles in the region of interest and constructed a performance index using those samples.
It is evident that there have been extensive studies on the persistent sensing/tracking
problems. However, the simulation results of these studies, with an average persistent sens-
ing of around 60-80% in scenarios with one target and 2 tracking sensors, show that there
is still a great margin of improvement in the persistent problem solution. Moreover, there
is yet no persistent sensing/tracking approach utilising target’s intents and/or behavioural
patterns.
3 Mathematical model
3.1 Initial assumptions
For the simplicity, this paper only focuses on the persistent sensing problem in 2D space. It
is assumed that the non-cooperative target is initially detected by other means. To emphasise
the potential advantages of utilising environment information, the target is assumed to travel
only on the road. Note that this assumption can be easily relaxed. It is also assumed that an
estimation algorithm is applied, so the current target position can be estimated with a certain
degree of uncertainty so long as the LOS is maintained. When the propagation of the future
target position is performed, this paper assumes that the target could be at any point of the
road width. The wind disturbance is not considered in this paper as it is not the main focus.
When designing guidance laws, it is usually assumed that the control system of the UAV
is well designed and its bandwidth is well separated from the guidance loop. This paper
accepts this assumption and only considers the guidance problem based on the separation
principle. In addition, it is assumed that the UAVs are operated at a certain altitude always
greater than the maximum height of the polyhedrons that represent the urban model.
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3.2 Environment model
In this paper, it is assumed that the environment map is given in prior. For simplicity, we have
created a Manhattan-type urban environment which is decomposed by cells. A Manhattan-
type urban environment map example is depicted in Fig. 1. As shown, the map is divided by
10× 10 squares. Each square either contains a building or is empty. The buildings’ height
can also be set as desired. Note that the representation of the environment map can be easily
updated if needed.
Fig. 1 Defined testing environment.
Let:
B = {1,2, ..B} (1)
be the set of buildings defined in the environment. Each building B ∈B will be defined by
a polyhedron’s body, EB characterized by the coordinates of its corners in the inertial frame
and the height.
EB ≡ z = HB{x,y}, {x,y} ∈X B (2)
where HB is the height of building B and X B is the region defined by the building’s corners.
Therefore, the urban environment, E will be given by the union of all the buildings:
E =
B=NB⋃
B=1
EB (3)
Now, let:
M = {1,2, ...,NM} (4)
be the set of intersections in the road map. Each intersection M ∈M will be defined by
its coordinates in the inertial frame IM ≡ (xm,ym). Therefore, all the intersections will be
given by:
I =
M=NM⋃
M=1
IM (5)
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In addition, a direction has been assigned to the different roads. The directions can be
single or double. The information of the directions of the roads will be stored in a field inside
the intersection set, I , which will contain a vector dM containing the allowable directions.
For example, if in the intersection M the directions defined as allowable according to the
traffic rules are north and east the vector would be: d = [1,1,0,0] .
This paper naturally selects a cell decomposition to represent the environment map. Let
C be the set given by:
C = {1,2, ...NC} (6)
where NC is the number of cells in the map. Then, each cell,RC, is defined by the coordinates
of its centre, (xˆc, yˆc) and by a field that determines whether the cell is a road cell or not. The
set of cells is then defined asR such that:
R =
C=NC⋃
C=1
RC (7)
3.3 Mathematical model of the UAV kinematics and dynamics
Under the assumptions given, we use UAV kinematics in 2D space, not full UAV dynamics.
The geometry of the UAVs kinematics, modelled as discrete time dynamical systems, can
be obtained as: {
xi(k+1) = f (xi(k),ui(k))
xi(k) = [xi(k),yi(k),ψi(k)]T
, for i = {1,2, ...,NU} (8)
where NU is the number of UAVs, x and y denote the position in x and y axes, ψ the heading
angle, and u the commanded control input vector. The variables written in boldface imply
that those variables are vectors and the functions in boldface represent vector valued func-
tions. The time step is denoted as k and the subscript i on the variables indicates that those
variables belong to the ith UAV. So, for example, xi(k) is the x position of the ith UAV at
time step k. Note that vectors are represented by the right-pointing arrow placed above their
names in this paper.
Fig. 2 shows the geometry of UAV kinematics. In Fig. 2, the acceleration is denoted as a
and v represents the velocity vector of the UAV. The continuous UAV’s kinematics relative
to the inertial frame is obtained as:
x˙i(k) = vi · sin(ψi(k))
y˙i(k) = vi · cos(ψi(k))
ψ˙i(k) =
ai(k)
vi
ui(k) = ai(k)
(9)
From simple discretisation of Eqn. (9), Eqn. (8) can be expressed as:
xi(k+1) =
xi(k+1)yi(k+1)
ψi(k+1)
=
xi(k)yi(k)
ψi(k)
+

vi · sin(ψi(k))
vi · cos(ψi(k))
ui(k)
vi
 ·∆T (10)
The motion of the UAV will be constrained by:
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Y
X
v i
ai
䪽
yi
x i
i
Fig. 2 Illustration of the UAV’s kinematics.
– Minimum and maximum horizontal velocities. Thus, vmin ≤ vi ≤ vmax.
– Minimum turning radius, Rmin, defined by the manoeuvrability of the platform.
– Maximum control input (commanded acceleration), umax given by umax = v2/Rmin
3.4 Target model
A schematic representation of the target’s dynamics has been included in Fig. 3. The target
will be modelled as a point mass. For simplicity, we assume that all the roads are at 0 altitude.
However, this assumption can be readily removed. The state vector of the car at time step k
will be defined by:
xT (k) = [pT (k), vT (k)]T
pT (k) = (xT (k), yT (k),0)
vT (k) = (vT x(k), vTy(k),0)
(11)
where the subscript T on variables is used to denote the variables of the target, pT (k) and
vT (k) denote the position and velocity vectors of the target, respectively. On the other hand,
the subscript x and y on variables represent projections of those variables onto the x and y
axes, respectively.
The targets are not necessarily moving at a constant speed. The dynamics of the target
considered is given by:
xT (k+1) = xT (k)+ x˙T∆ t (12)
where ∆ t is sampling time.
The dynamics of the ground vehicle will be constrained by:
– A maximum turning velocity, V1.
– A maximum velocity to perform a U-turn manoeuvre, V2.
– A minimum turning radius, RTmin
In addition, it will be useful to define the course vector, c indicating in which direction
the target is moving. The vector will contain the cardinal direction which will be defined by
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Y
X
c = [1 , 0, 0, 0]
c = [0 , 1, 0, 0]
vT
aT
θ Ty
T
xT
Fig. 3 Definition of the target dynamics: the course of the target is defined by the vector c
the velocity vector of the point of interest, vT ,
θT (t) = tan−1
vTy(t)
vT x(t)
. (13)
Note that the angle θT (t) is the angle between the target’s velocity vector and the x axis.
Therefore:
θT = 0→ c = [0,1,0,0] East direction
θT =
pi
2
→ c = [1,0,0,0] North direction
θT = pi → c = [0,0,0,1] West direction
θT =
3pi
2
→ c = [0,0,1,0] South direction
(14)
4 Prediction of the future target positions
Now, let us introduce how we obtain the probability distribution of the predicted future target
positions.
To calculate the probability of future target positions, Nsam-number of samples are ex-
tracted using the available information such as dynamic model and behavioural patterns of
the target and environment information. Then, based on the Euclidean distance between the
position and centre of each cell, we determine to which cell the samples generated belong:
each sample is assigned to the closest cell. Next, the probability associated to each cell,
xˆc = (xˆc, yˆc), for a given time step, t, is computed as:
P(xˆc, t) =
Nrep
Nsam
(15)
where Nrep is the number of samples, which are appeared in the cell, xc, as a possible future
target position at the given time step t.
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If the target dynamics is not available, it is rational to assume that the target can be in
any position within feasible region in the environment based on the position and velocity
information of the target. The candidate region that includes the target can be given by:
R f t p :=
{
p | ||p− pT (?)|| ≤ r f t p and p is not overlapped with any buildings
}
(16)
where r f tg is the radius of the candidate region and is given as
r f t p = vT,max× t∗ (17)
where t∗ denotes the look-ahead window, measured in time steps, for which the future target
position will be predicted and vT,max represents the maximum speed of the target. If vT,max
cannot be estimated, we use the current speed of the target. From this candidate region, we
generate Nsam number of samples. The set of these samples can be written as:{
S f t p :=
{
S f t p,1, . . . ,S f t p,k∗
}
S f t p,i :=
{
pˆT,t(i, j) for j = 1, . . . ,Nsim | pˆT,t(i, j) = r j(cosθ j, sinθ j) ∈ R f t p
} (18)
where pˆT,t denotes the target position vector predicted at time step t, Nsim represents the
number of simulation and k∗ = t∗/∆ t. Here, ∆ t is the sampling time and Nsam = k∗×Nsim.
Note that r j and θ j are uniformly sampled as:
r2j ∼Uc(0,r2f t p) (19)
θ j ∼Uc(0,2pi) (20)
where Uc denotes the continuous uniform distribution. This sampling approach will gen-
erate random points uniformly distributed over the disk with the radius of r f t p. Under the
assumption that the environment information is available, all pT,t are associated with the
closest road cells.
If the target is lost or being lost, we use the same framework. However, in this case, t in
Eqn. (16) and t∗ in Eqn. (17) will be replaced by klost and (t+ t∗− tlost), respectively. Here,
tlost denotes the time step when the target was lost.
When the information of the target dynamics is available, the target’s position will be
propagated through the target dynamics to generated samples. Since it is widely accepted
that it is hard, if not impossible, to directly predict the target acceleration, we will predict
the future target manoeuvres in terms of its turns and use them in the propagation. In this
paper, the outcomes for the potential turn of the target are described by the sample space,
Ω , defined as:
Ω = {straight, right turn, left turn, u turn} (21)
We then define a random variable (Rv) X on this sample space as:
X(ω) =

0, for ω = straight,
1, for ω = u turn,
2, for ω = right turn,
3, for ω = left turn.
(22)
where ω represents a possible outcome in the sample space Ω .
The probability mass function (PMF), fX (x), will be obtained using all the available
information. If there is no information available, then it will be logical to assume that all the
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possible turn directions have the same probability. Hence, the PMF on the random variable
is given by:
fX (x) = P(X = x) =U{0,3} (23)
where U denotes the discrete uniform distribution. As it is assumed that the environment
information is available, we use them to refine the PMF as:
fX (x) = EIU{0,3}+(1−EI)U{0,1} (24)
where EI is the index of the intersection that is given by:
EI =
{
0, if pT /∈I ,
1, if pT ∈I .
(25)
Eqn. (24) is based on the assumption that the target stays on the roads. This implies that all
turn manoeuvres are possible at the intersections, whereas only moving straight and u-turn
manoeuvre are possible on the other types of roads. The cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the random variable X , FX (x), can be then constructed. If there is any other in-
formation, it will be utilised to refine the PMF. How to refine the PMF using available
information will be discussed in following subsection in detail.
In order to determine the turn direction at each iteration of the prediction procedure, we
generate a random number, psel , from a continuous uniform distribution:
psel ∼Uc(0,1) (26)
The turn of the target at each iteration is elected based on psel and the CDF. Once a
turn direction is elected, the velocity components are updated accordingly. The procedure
of determining the turn direction is described in Algorithm 1. The TURNELECTION returns
the selected turn direction. Then, the velocity is updated using the elected turn direction and
the future position of the target is predicted using the system equation defined in Eqn. (12)
and updated velocity. The VELOCITYUPDATE, refer to Algorithm 2, details how to update
the velocity based on the elected turn direction.
Algorithm 1 Turn direction determination algorithm
1: procedure TURNELECTION(psel ,FX )
2: if 0≤ psel < FX (0) then x = 0
3: else if FX (0)≤ psel < FX (1) then x = 1
4: else if FX (1)≤ psel < FX (2) then x = 2
5: else x = 3
6: end if
7: return x
8: end procedure
Algorithm 3 describes the main algorithmic procedure of obtaining the probability map
of the future target positions, when the dynamics information of the target is available. In
the algorithm, ADI and AEP denote availability of dynamics analysis and target’s behavioural
pattern information, respectively; 1 means available and 0 not available.
4.1 Prediction Refinement
Now, let us discuss how to refine the PMF if there is additional information available.
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Algorithm 2 Velocity Update
1: procedure VELOCITYUPDATE(x,vT )
2: vT = (vT x,vTy)
3: if x = 0 then vT = (vT x,vTy)
4: else if x = 1 then vT = (vTy,vT x)
5: else if x = 2 then vT = (−vTy,vT x)
6: else vT =−(vT x,vTy)
7: end if
8: return vT
9: end procedure
Algorithm 3 Probability map generation algorithm
Require: xT (t), R, I , EI , DI, BP
% EI: environment information, DI: dynamics analysis information, BI: behavioural pattern infor-
mation
1: X ←{0,1,2,3}
2: for xˆc ∈RC do
3: P(xˆc,k)← 0
4: end for
5: j← 1
6: pT,t(1, j)← pT (t)
7: while j ≤ Nsim do
8: i← 1
9: while i≤ k∗ do
10: fX ← EIU{0,3}+(1−EI)U{0,1}
11: if ADI then
12: Update fX (x) using DI
13: end if
14: if ABP then
15: Update fX (x) using BP
16: end if
% Turn direction selection
17: Construct CMF, FX (x), using fX (x)
18: Generate a random variable psel ∼Uc(0,1)
19: x← TURNELECTION(psel ,FX )
% Velocity update
20: vT ← VELOCITYUPDATE(x,vT )
21: i = i+1
22: Update predicted target states pT,t(i, j) using Eqn. (12)
23: end while
24: j = j+1
25: end while
26: pˆT,t(i, j))← Associate pT,t(i, j) with the cell xc for all i and j
27: xˆc(i, j)← pˆT,t(i, j))
28: Compute the probability map of the future target positions, P(xˆc(i, j), t), using Eqn. (15)
29: return (xˆc, t) and P(xˆc, t)
4.1.1 Dynamics analysis information
The analysis of the dynamics of the target can give valuable information for the prediction
of the future target position. We can state that:
– If the velocity is bigger than a given value, V1, changing direction is not feasible and,
therefore, we can assume that the target will continue in the same direction.
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– If the velocity is such that V2 < vT ≤V1, where V2 is another predefined velocity, we can
assume that the target will be able to turn but it will not be able to complete a U-turn
manoeuvre.
– If the velocity is less than or equal to V2 then the target will be dynamically able to
perform any kind of manoeuvre.
– In addition, if the velocity is less than a given velocity, V3, or stopped we will expect that
at some point it will start moving and therefore we will assume it is driving at vT =V3.
Figure 4 summarizes the aforementioned velocities.
Fig. 4 Sketch with the characteristics velocities
Based on this dynamics analysis information, the PMF can be updated as:
fX (x) =
δx0+I[0,V2)(vT )δx1+2EII[0,V1)(vT )U{2,3}
1+I[0,V2)(vT )+2EII[0,V1)(vT )
(27)
where IA(z) denotes the indicator function, which is defined as:
IA(z) :=
1, if z ∈ A0, if z /∈ A , (28)
and δxa represents the Kronecker delta:
δxa :=
1, if x = a0, if x 6= a (29)
4.1.2 Behavioural pattern information
As emphasised, the behavioural patterns of the target are also utilised in refining the prob-
ability distribution of the predicted future positions of the target. The leading principle is
simple: if the turn direction of the target complies with the allowable directions in the be-
havioural pattern identified, then we should increase the probability of that direction and
decrease probability of the other directions. Given the ith behavioural patten identified, ap-
plying this principle, the PMF can be updated as:
f¯X (x) :=
fX (x)− r(x)
∑3x=0 f¯X (x)
(30)
where f¯X and fX denote the updated and previous PMFs, respectively, and r(x) is a reduction
factor that is defined as:
r(x) = fX (x) ·Ai(x) ·K (31)
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Here, Ai(x) is given by:{
Ai(x) = 0, if x is allowed in the behavioural pattern identified,
Ai(x) =Ai, otherwise.
(32)
whereAi denotes the accuracy which measures how well the behaviour of the target matches
to the ith pattern. Note that a factor, K, with a value of 0.95 has been added in the reduction
factor defined in Eqn. (31). This factor ensures that, in the case of a unit accuracy, the
probability of the cells is not reduced to 0. Then, we have an update: f¯X (x)→ fX (x). For
the case where the number of the behavioural patterns is larger than one, fX (x) is repeatedly
updated using Eqn. (30) for all Ai(x)
The accuracy is the key enabler for incorporating the behavioural information into the
probability refinement and it varies depending on the behavioural patterns. Therefore, how
to define behavioural patterns is critical. This paper defines four behavioural patterns, and
designs the accuracy depending on these patterns. Note that the behavioural recognition
strategies used in this paper are simple since they are not the main focus of this study. If more
sophisticated or advanced behavioural recognition is available, it can be readily incorporated
into the proposed framework. Moreover, if appropriated, more behavioural patterns can be
easily taken into account.
Now, let us discuss the behavioural patterns used in this paper and derivation of the
accuracy for each behavioural pattern.
“Following the traffic rules” Given the scenario defined in Section 3.2 of a city with
road directions, if the target is following the traffic rules, we can use it to enhance the predic-
tion of the future target position. The accuracy, A , of the behaviour is based on the number
of times the target does not follow the traffic rules:
A =
 1−
in f ractions
in f ractions+2
i f in f ractions≤ γ ∈ N0
0 otherwise
(33)
where in f ractions counts the number of times the target does not follow the rules and γ is a
threshold. Note that we assume that if the target does not follow the traffic rules more than
the threshold we will consider as 0 the accuracy of the behaviour. The value of threshold has
been set based on the results obtained in different simulations.
Figure 5 shows an example illustrating how this is translated into the probabilistic map.
“Target that follows the shortest path, (SP)” This pattern implies that the target will
choose the shortest path in order to arrive to an unknown destiny. In order to analyse if
the target is following the shortest path we will check at each step if the distance from the
original point to the current state is increasing. Therefore, the condition of the “Shortest
path” behaviour can be reduced to:
CondSP : ‖pT (t)− pT (0)‖>
∥∥pT (t−1)− pT (0)∥∥ (34)
It is important to note that the distances defined above are not Euclidean distances but
road distances and, therefore, they are constrained by the environment. The accuracy, A , is
defined as: {
A = 1 if CondSP;
A = 0 if ¬CondSP.
(35)
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Fig. 5 Illustration of the probabilistic map for a target which is following the traffic rules. When the target
reaches the intersection, given that turning left is not allowed, if the target is following the traffic rules we can
enhance the probabilities of turning right and staying in the same direction.
In order to calculate the distances in an urban environment with defined directions a
Dijkstra algorithm using a priority queue has been implemented. The basic algorithm is
detailed in [48].
“Decelerate before turning” An important source of information can be obtained if the
target decelerates before turning, given that in this way we could enhance the probability of
the turning if it decelerates or the probability of continuing in the same direction otherwise.
In order to correctly apply this framework the following must be fulfilled. First, the target
must be traveling in the straight section at velocities higher than the maximum turning ve-
locity. Note that, therefore, in order to perform a turning a deceleration is needed. It is also
essential to check if the target decelerates when it is going to follow in the same direction.
If it does not, then, we can expect that if the target decelerates it will turn.
The accuracy is defined as:
A = 0.2 ·N1+0.8 ·N2 (36)
where
N1 =
Dt
NTurnings
, N2 =
NDt
NForward
(37)
Here, Dt denotes the number of times the target decelerated before turning and NTurnings the
total number of turnings performed by the target. In addition, NDt is the number of times
the target did not decelerate when approaching an intersection before deciding to keep in the
same direction and NForward the number of times the target continued in the same direction.
As shown in Eqn. (36), higher importance is given to the term that accounts if the target
does not decelerate when it is going to continue in the same direction.
“High turning ratio” If we detect that the target is performing a significant number of
turnings we can use this information in order to improve the probability of target changing
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direction at the next intersection. This framework is incorporated into our proposed algo-
rithm by considering the turning ratio (Tr), i.e. the ratio between the number of turnings and
the total number of intersections. If the turning ratio is bigger than 0.85, this framework is
triggered and its accuracy is defined as:
A =
5
3
Tr− 23 (38)
It is important to note that a combination of any of the previous behaviour frameworks
can also be detected producing a more accurate probabilistic map.
5 Persistent Sensing Guidance
5.1 Optimal Persistent Sensing Guidance Problem
We define the optimal persistent sensing guidance problem as follows: Optimal guidance
problem 1 (Π1):
min
[u1,...,uNU ]
J = min
[u1,...,uNU ]
NU
∑
i=1
Ji(V , pˆT ,pi,ui,k, t
∗) (39)
subject to the system dynamics described in Eqn. (10) and the constraints defined as:
si j > dmin, ∀i, j such that i 6= j
||ui|| ≤ v
2
i
Ri,min
, ∀i (40)
where Ji denotes the objective function of the ith UAV, V is a measure of the coverage, i.e.
visibility, and Ri,min denotes the minimum turning radius of the ith UAV.
pˆT represents the predicted target position vectors over the time window of [t, t + t
∗] at
time step t and pi(s) := (xi(s),yi(s),zi) with zi denoting the operational altitude of the ith
UAV. In addition, si denotes the vector which consists of distances from the ith UAV to the
other UAVs, so the jth component of the vector si is given by:
si j =
∥∥pi− p j∥∥ i 6= j (41)
Note that the first inequality constraint in Eqn. (40) is for collision avoidance among UAVs.
Since it is assumed that the operational altitudes of UAVs are higher than those of buildings,
obstacle avoidance with the buildings is not considered in the problem.
As it has been discussed in Section 2, there have been many different approaches of
addressing the persistent guidance problem in the related work. One of the common fea-
tures of these approaches is that they involve multiple objectives. There are mainly three
approaches to multi-objective optimisation problems: a priori, a posteriori, and interactive
[49]. Since the main focus of this study is to investigate the performance improvement by
utilising more information in persistent sensing, we use the a priori approach, that is the
weighted-sum approach. Note that a priori methods are widely used thanks to their sim-
plicity and intuitiveness [50]. Developing more appropriate multi-objective optimisation in
persistent sensing guidance will be a subject of future study.
Applying the a priori approach, the objective function for each UAV is a simple weighted
aggregation of objectives:
Ji =
Ni,ob j
∑
n=1
WnJni (42)
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where Ni,ob j is the number of objectives of the ith UAV. For the simplicity, but without lose
of generality, this paper considers two objectives which are defined identical for each UAV,
so Ni,ob j = 2 for i ∈ {1, . . . ,NU}.
The first objective considered is the target coverage. As stated in Introduction, this pa-
per aims to design UAVs paths to maximise the line-of-sight availability. This implies that
the main objective of this study is to enable as much target coverage as possible. It is more
important to maintain visibility to more probable target positions. Therefore, it will be ben-
eficial to maximise not only the current coverage of the target, but also the future coverage.
As maximising the visibility is equivalent to minimising the probability of losing the target,
the first objective of the ith UAV can defined as:
Jii =
∫ t+t∗
t
V c (pˆT ,pi(s),E )ds (43)
where pi(s) := (xi(s),yi(s),zi) with zi denoting the operational altitude of the ith UAV. In
addition, V c(·, ·, ·) is the complement of the coverage, i.e. the function of losing the target,
which is defined as:
V c (pˆT ,pi(s),E ) =
∫
R f t p
{1−V (pˆT ,pi(s),E )} f (pˆT ) dR f t p (44)
where R f t p is the target candidate region and f (pˆT ) denotes the probability density function
of the predicted target position vectors pˆT . If the LOS is not occluded by any building and the
target is within the maximum sensing range, the target is assumed to be visible. Therefore,
the visibility is given as: {
V = 1, if r ∩E =∅ & |r|< RC;
V = 0, otherwise.
(45)
where RC and r denote the maximum sensing range and the relative position vector of the
UAV with respect to the target, respectively.
Because it is generally desirable to accomplish the mission with the minimum control
cost, the second objective function considered is the total control effort over the given time
window. Hence, the second objective function for the ith UAV is defined as:
J2i =
1
2
∫ t+t∗
t
u2i (s)ds (46)
Remark 1 Because the objective function described by Eqns. (43) and (44) is in general
non-convex, the optimal guidance problem Π1 is generally not a convex program. Moreover,
the feasibility set defined by the collision avoidance constraint in Eqn. (40) is non-convex.
As the operational environment becomes more complicated, e.g. density of the building and
number of UAVs increase, Π1 becomes more complicated to be solved. This implies that
finding the exact solution of Π1 in a polynomial time is not likely feasible.
5.2 Approximated Optimal Guidance Problem
In order to mitigate the computation issue resulting from the non-convexity, this paper ap-
proximates the optimal guidance problem Π1. By the approximation, it is expected that the
optimal solution of the approximated problem can be obtained in a matter of a few seconds.
The approximated optimal guidance problem is formulated as follows.
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The optimal guidance problem 2 (Π2):
min
[ψ˙1,...,ψ˙NU ]
J = min
[ψ˙1,...,ψ˙NU ]
NU
∑
i=1
Ji(V , pˆT ,pi,ψi,k, t
∗) (47)
subject to the system dynamics described in Eqn. (10) and the constraints defined as:
||ψ˙i|| ≤ ψ˙max, ∀i (48)
where
ψ˙i ∈ ψ˙max · {−1,−34 ,−
1
2
,−1
4
,0,
1
4
,
1
2
,
3
4
,1} (49)
As can be noticed, Π2 is discretised to reduce computational load in finding the solution
of the optimal guidance problem. Since it is assumed that each UAV maintains a constant
speed, Π2 is to find the heading angle rate commands from a set of discretised turning
ratios. Note that other well-known algorithms such as the algorithm proposed by Cook et
al. [46] also accepted this approximation to relax computation burden. The control input
can be simply retrieved from the relation between the heading angle rate and the lateral
acceleration, given in the form:
ui = viψ˙i (50)
Remark 2 The solution of the approximated optimal guidance problem provides an ap-
proximated solution of the original optimal guidance problem Π1. Ideally, if the feasible set
defined by Eqn. (40) is discretised and an exhaustive search is performed, the optimal solu-
tion can be found [51]. Therefore, as the number of the set of discretised inputs in Eqn. (49),
the approximated solution of Π2 is expected to become closer to the optimal solution of Π1
at the expense of increased computational load.
The first objective function for each UAV is also discretised as:
J1i =
k∗
∑
m=1
Nsim
∑
n=1
(
1−V (pˆT,t(m,n),pi(t+m ·∆ t),E )) ·P(pˆT,t(m,n))
=
k∗
∑
m=1
Np
∑
n=1
(1−V (xˆc(m,n),pi(t+m ·∆ t),E )) ·P(xˆc(m,n), t)
(51)
where Np is the number of associated cell with the predicted target positions. The second
objective function is then discretised as:
J2i =
1
2
k∗
∑
m=1
u2i (t+(m−1) ·∆ t) (52)
Note that the collision avoidance constraint is excluded in Π2. Since the collision avoid-
ance constraint is not convex, considering this as a hard constraint could result in high com-
putational burden. Alternatively, the collision avoidance constraint can be considered as a
soft constraint. Therefore, for collision avoidance, an additional objective function is intro-
duced in the proposed approximated optimal guidance problem:
J3i =
k∗
∑
m=1
(
j=NUAV s
∑
j=1 j 6=i
si j(t+m ·∆ t) · f (si j(t+m ·∆ t),dmin,∆d)
)
(53)
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where
f (d,d0,∆d) =
1
2
[
1− tanh
(
d−d0− ∆d2
∆d
8
)]
(54)
Note that f (·, ·, ·) is a hyperbolic tangent function that was also utilised for collision avoid-
ance in similar problems [30]. Consequently, the number of objective functions for each
UAV is increased by one, compared to that in Π1.
6 Empirical Validation
In this section numerical simulations are performed to assess the performance of the pro-
posed persistent sensing guidance. The prime purpose of the empirical validation is to inves-
tigate whether the proposed framework actually improves the performance of the persistent
sensing when additional available information of the target is utilised. Therefore, this paper
leaves out any comparison with the existing persistent sensing guidance algorithm. Instead,
the performance of the proposed approach with different level of information is examined
and compared with each other.
The mission environment utilised in the simulations is a Manhattan-type urban envi-
ronment of 10 x 10 m2, which is shown in Figure 1. Note that as proof of the concept and
feasibility, this type of mission environment is used. However, the proposed framework is
not constrained to be applied only to such a mission environment; more complicated and
complex environments can be readily incorporated into the proposed framework.
For the rigorous validation, we performed Monte Carlo simulations with 100 indepen-
dent scenarios. The scenarios have been divided into 5 different sets aiming at assessing
the four behavioural patterns discussed in this paper and an additional set where the target
is randomly manoeuvring. Note that the last set is considered to examine any performance
degradation in the case where there is no behavioural pattern identified by the proposed
framework. Each set contains scenarios for which the target meets a specific behavioural
pattern. In all the scenarios two UAVs are tracking a single non-cooperative ground target
that meets the dynamic constraints defined in the target’s dynamic definition.
The numerical parameters of the different simulations have been summarised in table
1. In addition, Figure 6 shows a sample trajectory of a target that follows the traffic rules.
A realistic number of one-way roads has been considered. Note that in a scenario with no
one-way road, this behaviour would not provide any information. For each scenario, we
carried out four different simulations in which different level of target information is taken
into account. In the first simulation, no target information is used by the persistent sensing
guidance algorithm and, therefore the same probability is assigned in the target’s prediction.
In the second execution, only dynamic information is exploited. In the third execution, the
road information is used and, finally in the last execution all the target information is used.
In this way, the relative enhancement introduced by the different information sources can be
identified.
In order to assess the maximum potential benefits of the behaviour identification, an
initial behavioural record, with the appropriate information for each pattern, is assumed
for the target. In this way, the initial pattern recognition time is highly reduced and the
assessment can be performed from the starting point. This prevents from requiring enormous
testing scenarios that would highly increase the computational load.
The simulation results are summarised in Table 2 and depicted in Figure 7. The visibility
ratio, defined as the number of time stamps where at least one of the UAVs tracks the target,
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Values of the parameters
Target’s characteristic velocities V1=22 m/s, V2=18 m/s, V3=4 m/s
UAVs constant velocity 29 m/s
Prediction horizon, t∗ t∗ = 7 time steps
Minimum turning radius 100 m
UAVs altitude 100 m
height, Buildings density, ρb 50 m, 60 %
Road width, RW and Occupancy factor, Fb 20m and 80 %
Cell size 10 m
Time step, ∆T 1 sec
Number of UAVs 2
Number of targets 1
Table 1 Values of the parameters for the execution of the simulations for a driver that follows the traffic rules.
Fig. 6 Sample trajectory of a target that follows traffic rules.
is used in the performance assessment. The percentage of the performance improvement,
denoted as ∆ in Figure 7, is obtained as:
∆ =
Va,info−Va,no
Va,no
×100 (55)
where Va,info and Va,no are average visibility with available information and without any
information. In case where the target is randomly manoeuvring, as expected, it is evident
that the dynamic information provides the most valuable information given that the dynamic
constraints are met. Regarding the targets following a given pattern, it can be seen in Table
2 that incorporating only the dynamic information to the proposed framework improves
the visibility conditions by around 14 %, including the results from a random target. A
similar enhancement is introduced from the use of road information. Utilising all available
information of the target improves the visibility by more than 19 %, taking the results of
a random target into account, and the enhancement becomes significant especially when a
certain behavioural pattern that the target follows is identified. All the simulation results
confirm that the proposed innovation of this paper: leveraging the available information
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of the target under the proposed framework dramatically improves the performance of the
persistent sensing.
Target’s behaviour No informa-
tion
Dynamic
information
Road infor-
mation
All informa-
tion
Random behaviour 0.7 0.75 0.71 0.75
Target that follows traffic rules
(TFTR)
0.71 0.84 0.86 0.90
Shortest path target (SPT) 0.68 0.81 0.83 0.89
High Turning Ratio Target
(HTRT)
0.7 0.78 0.79 0.85
Decelerating target (DT) 0.65 0.74 0.72 0.81
Table 2 Average visibility conditions.
It is important to note that, the performances obtained in the scenarios where no target
information is used also slightly depend on the target’s behaviour pattern identified. This is
due to the fact that the different patterns lead to trajectories of different characteristics, i.e.
even a random target following the traffic rules and a High turning ratio target for a certain
period of time could exhibit trajectories with a higher percentage of going around a building
meanwhile the remaining behaviours lead to more straight trajectories. When identified, this
information could help in enhancing the performance of our proposed approach.
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Time percentage of target observation by at least 1 UAV [%]
 
 
∆ = 18 %, 21%, 27%
∆ = 19 %, 22 %, 30%
∆ = 11 %, 12%, 21%
∆ = 11 %, 14%, 24%
∆ = 1.4 %, 7.1 %, 7.2% 
DT
HTRT 
SPT 
TFTR 
Random 
No information used
Dynamic information
Road information
All information
Fig. 7 Comparative results of the different behaviour frameworks defined. The accumulated relative enhance-
ment with respect to the no information case has been included in the different cases.
As discussed in Section 2, there have been some existing results reported. A persistent
sensing algorithm, which is proposed by Wang and Cao [33], achieved a constant sensing
an average 95 % of the time. This result are slightly better than the results obtained by the
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framework proposed in this paper, but the algorithm in [33] used 3 UAVs, not 2 UAVs,
and are simulated in an urban environment with a reduced building density. The work from
Yu et al. [45] obtained an 85% of visibility by using a single UAV and unmanned ground
vehicle (UGV) with a target following a simple rectangular trajectory. Note that the results
in [33,45] are not directly comparable to those of the proposed approach as the simulation
conditions are different.
As discussed in Section 5.2, the algorithm proposed by Cook et al. [46] are developed in
a similar optimal control framework. Moreover, their simulation conditions are similar to the
conditions assessed in this paper. The algorithm by Cook et al. [46] obtained a continuous
visibility of around 70 % of the time for probabilistic targets, which is similar to the aver-
age performance of our algorithm in the case where no information is utilised. When more
information are incorporated in the framework developed in this paper, the incremental per-
formance improvement over the exiting results is evident. This confirms that the proposed
approach represents an added value to previous similar approaches.
An assessment of the applicability of the proposed approach in real scenarios is also jus-
tified. For the assessment, the computational load of the algorithm is assessed. The scenarios
are executed in MATLAB(2013b) on a standard specification PC, an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-
5300 CPU operating at 2.30 GHz. The processing time of the scenarios is recorded and the
average processing time per time stamp, computed as the time required for the completion
of the scenario divided by the number of time stamps of the scenario, is investigated. The
average processing time per time stamp is 0.8s. Note that the simulation environment is
build on MATLAB. The assessment result indicates real-time applications of the proposed
approach are feasible with code and time optimization.
The extrapolation of the simulation results to a practical scenario is sensitive to highly
unstable communications between the UAVs which would not allow an optimal cooperative
tracking and to sensing uncertainties which would impact the performance of the proposed
information-driven algorithm. However, the formulation of this work, designed as a modular
algorithm that can be added to any existing system, ensures an added value even in harsh
environments.
7 Conclusion
The persistent monitoring of non-cooperative ground targets in urban environments with a
swarm of UAVs was studied. The UAVs were assumed to be point masses with dynamic
constraints (i.e., Dubins vehicles) and a 2D space problem is considered. Control system
is assumed as well designed and its bandwidth is separated from the guidance loop. Wind
disturbances are out of the scope of this work. The algorithm proposed takes into account
the occlusion problems due to the buildings, which are modeled as polyhedrons, and aims
at designing trajectories to maximise the current and future visibility of the target. A prob-
abilistic approach is used in order to guess the future target position. The key innovation
introduced in this work is to take advantage of available target information in order to en-
hance the computation of the probability distribution of the future target position. The pro-
posed algorithm is able to identify a set of predefined behavioural patterns and to take the
target’s dynamics that can be used to refine the probability distribution of the predicted fu-
ture target positions. For the path planning an a priori approach is used in order to solve the
multi-objective optimization problem. In order to ease the computational burden the optimal
guidance problem has been discretised. The optimal solution comes from the minimization
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of a simple weighted aggregation of two objectives, the target visibility and the control and
with a constraint in order to account for the collision avoidance.
The algorithm has been tested in a simulated environment consisting in a Manhattan-
type urban map whose buildings are polyhedrons. Monte Carlo simulations have been exe-
cuted. The results show that the visibility performance of the persistent monitoring problem
are increased around 14% if the dynamic information is used and up to 30% if one of the
behavioural patterns is identified,which represents an added value when compared to similar
related works.
The proposed framework has proven the feasibility of the application of target’s dynamic
constraints and behavioural recognition to the persistent sensing problems. Further refine-
ment and elaboration introducing even more realistic environments are justified. Moreover,
the modularity of the algorithm easily allows the definition of more behavioural patterns that
can be identified as potentially beneficial.
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